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NOSH is a wonderful monthly Shabbat evening program created especially for young 
families.  It begins with music, stories, and dance followed by a family-friendly dinner.

When I first launched NOSH in 1989 at Temple Beth Sholom in 
Manchester, CT, young families were hesitant to attend shul because 
of decorum issues, and many parents were intimidated by a service 
that was completely foreign to them.  NOSH was created to transform 
the synagogue setting into a welcoming environment where children 

and families could meet new friends, form new social networks, and enrich their Jewish 
identity.

As the program evolved, we occasionally boosted our audience by having the Junior 
Choir, Hebrew School, and Hebrew High School classes participate.  They would lead the 
singing or present a brief drama or comedy piece.  Special evenings also have included 
highlighting birthday children of the month, grandparents/special friends night, and 
holiday themes.  I continued to run NOSH at Temple Torah in Boynton Beach, FL, and 
have implemented it at my current synagogue, Marlboro Jewish Center in Marlboro, NJ.

MUSICAL ACTIVITIES AND SONGS: Our sing-along builds on a repertoire of traditional 
favorites, and a new song is introduced each month.  I incorporate sign language to 
facilitate learning Hebrew vocabulary and as an important movement component for 
our attendees.

STORYTELLING: I present a different Jewish folktale each month, choosing stories that 
portray important Jewish values.  I always use special props to enhance each story and I 
encourage lots of audience participation.

DANCE: The NOSH Israeli dance repertoire has included Zemer Atik, Mayim, Hora 
Hadera, Mechol Ovadiah (To the Right and To the Left), Tscherkessia, Yesh Lanu Tayish, 
Tzaddik Katamar, Hiney Ma Tov, V’David Yefeh Aynayim, Patsch Dance, and the Hora.  

A festive ONEG SHABBAT concludes the fun until next time!
 
REFLECTIONS ON NOSH 
I have been a storyteller and collector of Jewish folktales for the last forty years. Because 
of my extensive background, I would find stories that were very funny and that explored 
middot (Jewish values).  
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I used special props, different voices and accents, and always 
encouraged audience participation. In some communities in 
which I’ve worked, I would even take a few minutes to discuss 
the folktale.

The musical component of NOSH was a way to build a 
repertoire of traditional, contemporary, and holiday melodies, 
as well as nigunim by introducing a new song every month. By 
the end of the year, the children and their parents could sing 
about 15 songs. For many of the songs, I used sign language 
and movement to make it more fun.

For the dances, I taught and called out the steps of such basic 
Israeli dances as Zemer Atik, Mayim, Hora Hadera and Mechol 
Ovadiah, introducing a new dance every month. By the end of 
the season, the families knew about five or six dances.

At the end of the program, we would sing the blessings for 
the candles, wine, and challah and then have a snack. Parents 
would gather, meet new friends, and socialize.

Everyone was welcome to stay for the Shabbat dinner that 
followed!


